Smith, Michael A. and J. Douglas Crawford. Neural control of perimentally identifiable adjustments for motor learning and recovery from damage. rotational kinematics within realistic vestibuloocular coordinate systems. J. Neurophysiol. 80: 2295Neurophysiol. 80: -2315Neurophysiol. 80: , 1998 The purpose of this investigation was to explore the imnontrivial problems of converting angular velocity into a 3-D pact of neural coordinate transformations on the computaorientation command. We investigated the physiological and tions that occur within these coordinates, using the angular use of neural network models, which attempt to address lem was traced to the standard multiplication tensor, which was how neural computations occur within realistic patterns of only defined for right-handed, orthonormal coordinates. We derived two solutions to this problem: 1 ) separating the brain connectivity (Anastasio and Robinson 1990; Robinson stem coordinate transformation into two ( sensory and motor ) 1992), and with algorithmic models, which attempt to clarify transformations that reordered and ''undid'' the nonorthogonali-the mathematical nature of these computations, and thereby ties of canals and muscle transformations, thus ensuring orthogo-generate experimental predictions to identify their input-outnal brain stem coordinates, or 2 ) computing the correct tensor put behavior in successively smaller ''black boxes'' (Mercomponents for velocity-orientation multiplication in arbitrary feld 1995; Robinson 1982; Schnabolk and Raphan 1994; coordinates. Both solutions provided an ideal VOR. A similar Tweed and Vilis 1987). The current investigation follows problem occurred with partial canal or muscle damage. Altering the latter of these two traditions. a single brain stem transformation was insufficient because the Anatomically, the VOR can be broken down into three resulting coordinate changes rendered the multiplication tensor serial components: the canals, the extraocular muscles of the inappropriate. This was solved by either recomputing the multiplication tensor, or recomputing the appropriate internal sensory eye, and the active neural connections between them (Fig. or motor matrix to normalize and reorthogonalize the brain stem. 1). The six semicircular canals form three functional pairs In either case, the multiplication tensor had to be correctly that lie in planes roughly orthogonal to each other. In addimatched to its coordinate system. This illustrates that neural tion, each canal works in a reciprocal arrangement with its coordinate transformations affect not only serial / parallel projec-paired partner in a push-pull fashion (Galiana and Outertions in the brain, but also lateral projections associated with bridge 1984). The brain stem supplies the necessary neural computations within networks / nuclei. Consequently, a simple connections and weightings to deliver the signals from the progression from sensory to motor coordinates may not be opticanals to the eye muscles to move the eyes appropriately mal. We hypothesize that the VOR uses a dual coordinate transfor the VOR. These connections are affected through the ''3 formation ( i.e., both sensory and motor ) to optimize intermedineuron arc'': primary afferents from the vestibular canals ate brain stem coordinates, and then sets the appropriate internal tensor for these coordinates. We further hypothesize that each carry a velocity signal that innervate the vestibular nucleus, of these processes should optimally be capable of specific, ex-the projections of which innervate the oculomotor nucleus, which in turn connects with the motoneurons of the eye. The costs of publication of this article were defrayed in part by the The final component of the VOR, the eye muscles, consists payment of page charges. The article must therefore be hereby marked of six extraocular muscles for each eye. These six muscles ''advertisement'' in accordance with 18 U.S.C. Section 1734 solely to indicate this fact.
The purpose of this investigation was to explore the imnontrivial problems of converting angular velocity into a 3-D pact of neural coordinate transformations on the computaorientation command. We investigated the physiological and tions that occur within these coordinates, using the angular behavioral implications of combining both approaches. An ideal vestibuloocular reflex (VOR) as a case study. The function VOR was simulated using both a plant model with head-fixed of the angular VOR is to stabilize the retinal image during eye muscle actions ( standard plant ) and one with muscular posihead rotations. Ideally, this is accomplished by rotating the tion dependencies that facilitate Listing's law ( linear plant ) . In contrast to saccade generation, stabilization of the eye in space eye around the same axis as the head by an equal amount, required a 3-D multiplicative ( tensor ) interaction between the but in the opposite direction. Experiments have shown that various components of velocity and position in both models: in the VOR is capable of rotating the eye about any arbitrary the indirect path of the standard plant version, but also in the axis (Angelaki and Hess 1994; Crawford and Vilis 1991; direct path of the linear plant version. We then incorporated Curthoys et al. 1997 ; Hess and Angelaki 1997; Misslisch et realistic nonorthogonal coordinate transformations ( with the use al. 1994; Seidman et al. 1995; Simpson and Graf 1985;  of matrices ) into both models. Each now malfunctioned, pre- Solomon et al. 1997 ). Owing to the relative simplicity of dicting ocular drift / retinal destabilization during and / or after this reflex, it has been simulated extensively; both with the the head movement, depending on the plant version. The probuse of neural network models, which attempt to address lem was traced to the standard multiplication tensor, which was how neural computations occur within realistic patterns of only defined for right-handed, orthonormal coordinates. We derived two solutions to this problem: 1 ) separating the brain connectivity (Anastasio and Robinson 1990 ; Robinson stem coordinate transformation into two ( sensory and motor ) 1992), and with algorithmic models, which attempt to clarify transformations that reordered and ''undid'' the nonorthogonali-the mathematical nature of these computations, and thereby ties of canals and muscle transformations, thus ensuring orthogo-generate experimental predictions to identify their input-outnal brain stem coordinates, or 2 ) computing the correct tensor put behavior in successively smaller ''black boxes'' (Mercomponents for velocity-orientation multiplication in arbitrary feld 1995; Robinson 1982; Schnabolk and Raphan 1994;  coordinates. Both solutions provided an ideal VOR. A similar Tweed and Vilis 1987) . The current investigation follows problem occurred with partial canal or muscle damage. Altering the latter of these two traditions. a single brain stem transformation was insufficient because the Anatomically, the VOR can be broken down into three resulting coordinate changes rendered the multiplication tensor serial components: the canals, the extraocular muscles of the inappropriate. This was solved by either recomputing the multiplication tensor, or recomputing the appropriate internal sensory eye, and the active neural connections between them (Fig. or motor matrix to normalize and reorthogonalize the brain stem. 1). The six semicircular canals form three functional pairs In either case, the multiplication tensor had to be correctly that lie in planes roughly orthogonal to each other. In addimatched to its coordinate system. This illustrates that neural tion, each canal works in a reciprocal arrangement with its coordinate transformations affect not only serial / parallel projec-paired partner in a push-pull fashion (Galiana and Outertions in the brain, but also lateral projections associated with bridge 1984). The brain stem supplies the necessary neural computations within networks / nuclei. Consequently, a simple connections and weightings to deliver the signals from the progression from sensory to motor coordinates may not be opticanals to the eye muscles to move the eyes appropriately mal. We hypothesize that the VOR uses a dual coordinate transfor the VOR. These connections are affected through the ''3 formation ( i.e., both sensory and motor ) to optimize intermedineuron arc'': primary afferents from the vestibular canals ate brain stem coordinates, and then sets the appropriate internal tensor for these coordinates. We further hypothesize that each carry a velocity signal that innervate the vestibular nucleus, of these processes should optimally be capable of specific, ex-the projections of which innervate the oculomotor nucleus, which in turn connects with the motoneurons of the eye. The costs of publication of this article were defrayed in part by the The final component of the VOR, the eye muscles, consists payment of page charges. The article must therefore be hereby marked of six extraocular muscles for each eye. These six muscles ' 'advertisement'' in accordance with 18 U.S.C. Section 1734 solely to indicate this fact. sensitivity of each canal to each component of head rotation. A similar matrix (M) was used to represent the eye muscle pulling directions, and a third brain stem matrix (B) was computed to represent the required connections between C and M. Although some have suggested that the brain stem might develop intermediate coordinate systems (Crawford 1994) , the Pellionisz-Robinson approach has influenced many investigators to view the brain stem as a progressive transformation from sensory to motor coordinates (Pellionisz and Llinas 1980; Robinson 1992) . and Vilis (1987) . In that paper, they noted that 3-D orientaand left horizontal canals form 1 pair that lies roughly in the horizontal plane and is sensitive to horizontal head rotations. A 2nd pair is formed by tion was not simply the integral of velocity (as it is in 1-D) the left anterior and right posterior canals, whereas the 3rd pair is formed because rotations in 3-D space are noncommutative (i.e., the by the right anterior and left posterior canals. The 2nd and 3rd functional order of the rotations matters). To solve this problem, their pairs lie in vertical planes that are roughly orthogonal to each other and model used an internal feedback loop with a multiplicative are rotated with respect to the saggital plane of the head. This arrangement interaction between the velocity signal (supplied by the caallows these 2 pairs to be sensitive to both the vertical and torsional components of head motion (where torsion is defined as rotation about the nasal-nals) and the brain stem's estimate of current eye position. occipital axis). Muscles: SO, superior oblique; SR, superior rectus; LR, The resulting signal, a desired rate-of-change-in-eye-posilateral rectus; MR, medial rectus [the inferior oblique (IO), and inferior tion, was then integrated to give the brain stem's estimate model would not be necessary (Demer et al. 1995; Raphan 1997 Raphan , 1998 .
To date, these two approaches to modeling the VOR have tions of which lie in approximately the same planes as the canals (Robinson 1982) . As with the canals, the muscles remained separate, and a complete model of the VOR that uses realistic coordinate systems in both paths has been unalso work in a reciprocal relationship. For example, a change in the balance of activity between the horizontal canals available. Our first goal was to determine how plant characteristics affect the need for a multiplicative step in the VOR. would lead to the appropriate change in torques between the medial and lateral rectus muscles to stabilize horizontal gaze Our second goal was to implement the resulting models in physiologically realistic coordinate systems, and in so doing, direction.
In simulations of a one-dimensional (1-D) VOR, the ve-to explore some of the complications that might arise and their implications for VOR physiology, learning, and relocity component of the motoneuron signal is carried by the direct path while the required position component of the covery from damage. signal is developed in an indirect path through the mathematical equivalent of integration . These two
signals are then summed at the motoneurons and sent to the plant (a simulation of the eye globe, surrounding tissue, and Robinson's matrix model musculature). At first glance, a 3-D VOR should simply be a triplication of this basic circuit (1 each for the horizontal, CANAL MATRIX. In 1982, Robinson modeled the 3-D VOR by using matrices to represent the actions of the canals and vertical, and torsional directions). This is not so, however, because two major complications arise in going from a 1-D muscles of humans and the neural connections between them, in stereotaxic coordinates. In his paper, Robinson de-VOR to a 3-D VOR. The first complication resides in the geometry of the canals and eye muscles themselves, whereas fined a canal sensitivity vector to mean an oriented unit vector along the axis orthogonal to the plane of the canal. the second complication arises from the problems in generating the 3-D position signal from the 3-D angular velocity The projection of the component of head movement orthogonal to the plane of the canal onto the sensitivity vector represignal supplied by the canals (Tweed and Vilis 1987) .
First, on close inspection, the canal/muscle planes are not sented that canal's response to each component of head velocity. Robinson defined such a sensitivity vector for each perfectly orthogonal, and the alignment between the canal and the muscle planes is not perfect (Blanks et al. 1975 ; canal pair and so constructed the vestibular response to any head movement in terms of rotation vectors. Because RobSimpson and Graf 1981). As a result, a set of single oneto-one direct path connections between the individual canals inson's matrix model was 3-D, the neural response of each canal pair to a head rotation had three components. Taking and muscles would not produce an ideal VOR (Pellionisz and Llinas 1980 ). An elegant solution to the problem of the three canal pairs together, he constructed a 3 1 3 canal matrix. In the functionally equivalent matrix shown here the differing canal and muscle orientations was supplied by Robinson (1982 Robinson ( , 1985 , where the orientation of the canals (altered to fit our experimental coordinate system), each row corresponds to the neural response of a canal functional pair was represented with the use of a 3 1 3 matrix (C). That is, the values within the matrices represented the degree of to a unit vector input, whereas the columns represent the component response of each pair along the indicated axis of as a negative identity matrix because such a matrix will maintain the integrity of the head velocity vector, but reverse rotation (Robinson 1982) its direction. Thus the three matrix multiplications are equal to the negative identity 
Upon rearranging the equation we have Ralp is the right-anterior/left posterior functional pair, rpla
is the right-posterior/left anterior pair, lrh is the left-right horizontal pair, and i, j, k form the torsional, horizontal, and This provides a complete model for describing the input/ vertical basis vectors for a standard right-handed coordinate output behavior of head/eye velocity in the ideal VOR. It system (defined further below). For example, the value at should be noted that brain stem matrix values are calculated row 3, column 3 (0.927) , represents the response of the using canal and muscle data that were derived from anatomic horizontal canal pair to the horizontal component of a unit data, whereas the overall metric is that of an ideal VOR. head rotation about the vertical (k) axis. The canal matrix The equivalent matrix in our coordinates is shown here (contaken as a whole transforms an input vector of head velocity ventions as before) to an output velocity vector in canal coordinates. Such matrices, then, produce a transformation from one coordinate system to another. the same as those used by Robinson (1985) . It should be noted, however, that our conventions for indicating axes of rotation follow those of Tweed and Vilis (1987) rather than Each entry can be conceived as the effective overall synRobinson's x, y, z, notation (see METHODS ), resulting in a aptic weightings from one canal pair (top row) to one muscle different ordering of the matrix components.
pair (left column). MUSCLE MATRIX. The axes of rotation contributed by the As Robinson (1982) noted, canal and muscle damage eye muscles may also be represented in a 3 1 3 matrix could be simulated by altering their matrix values, which because we have three functional pairs of muscles control-would, in turn, force the calculation of a new brain stem ling three axes of rotation (assuming, for the moment, that matrix (i.e., new neural weightings) to recover an ideal the axes controlled by the muscles are head centered and VOR. Such adjustments reflect the known plasticity of the independent of eye position). Robinson also constructed VOR. For example, studies where the overall gain of the such a muscle matrix, the functional equivalent of which is VOR has been altered by prism glasses (Gonshor and Melshown below. This matrix transforms a vector in muscle vill-Jones 1973) show that the neural weightings of the brain coordinates to one in stereotaxic coordinates using data de-stem's connections have been adjusted to reestablish proper rived from anatomic studies (Blanks et al. 1975 Robinson (1968) suggested that the brain stem must provide a position signal as well as a velocity signal through the equivalent of mathematical integration. The existence Sio are the superior-inferior obliques, sir are the superior-of such an integrator for horizontal eye movements was inferior recti, lmr are the lateral and medial recti, and i, j, confirmed by behavioral measurements and was located and k represent the axis component axis of eye rotation. Note demonstrated, through physiological studies, to largely rethat the conclusions of the present study do not depend on side in the nucleus prepositus hypoglossi (Cannon and Robthe accuracy of this data, so long as it is generally representa-inson 1987; Cheron and Godaux 1987) . Similarly, the intetive. It should also be noted that the canal and muscle matri-grator for torsional and vertical eye movements was found ces are arranged with similar rows to minimize off-diagonal to include the interstitial nucleus of Cajal (Crawford et al. elements in the brain stem matrix (described below). How-1991). ever, because there is no inherent ''order'' between the canal The process of matching internal velocity and position or muscle pairs, the order of the rows is arbitrary. The order signals was first explored in 1-D . In these shown follows Robinson's (1982) choice and therefore will models, a single value of horizontal head velocity representimpose a left-handed coordinate system on the brain stem ing a rotation of the head about a vertical axis was processed (the significance of which will be further discussed below). by both the velocity (direct) path and the position (indirect) path, and the resultant recombination of their outputs at the BRAIN STEM MATRIX. Once the canal and muscle matrices have been established, it is a relatively simple matter to motoneurons elicited the correct response from the plant.
Because these models were 1-D, the consequences of rotatcalculate the ''brain stem'' matrix required to take the values in the canal matrix to the values in the muscle matrix. To ing bodies in 3-D space (mathematically described as rotational kinematics) were unseen for reasons outlined below. do this, Robinson noted that an ideal VOR requires an eye velocity vector that is equal to, but opposite to that of the A very brief summary of the implications of rotational kinematics for 3-D rotations is given here. For a more comhead velocity vector. This overall result can be represented J146-8 / 9k2e$$no05
10-22-98 06:01:53 neupas LP-Neurophys plete treatment of the subject, see Tweed and Vilis (1987) absence of torsion resetting quick phases (Crawford and Vilis 1991). or Haslwanter (1995) . Henceforth the term ''eye position'' should be interpreted to mean ''3-D eye orientation.'' Gaze For such torsional eye positions to be held at the end of slow phases, a position signal would be required to oppose direction is said to have 2 degrees of freedom because it can be completely specified by two coordinates: one for the elastic torque of the eye muscles that tries to restore eye position to its mechanically neutral state. However, because horizontal position and one for vertical position. The eye, however, has 3 degrees of freedom because it can rotate a VOR axis in Listing's plane has no torsional component, the Robinson model cannot provide a torsional position sigaround the gaze line (the 3rd degree of freedom) without changing the direction of gaze. During saccades, the 3rd nal through simple integration. Mathematically, the reason why this poses a problem for the Robinson model is because, degree of freedom is specified by Listing's law. This law states that the eye will only assume orientations that can be in 3-D, eye position is not the integral of velocity. This fact is illustrated in Eq. 3, where q g (rate-of-change in position)
reached from a selected reference position by a single rotation about an axis lying in a head-fixed plane. For one partic-is the derivative of q and, conversely, the integral of q g is q.
It follows that, because v does not equal q g (Eq. 3), it cannot ular reference position, primary position, the line of sight is orthogonal to the associated plane, defined as Listing's plane. be integrated to obtain q. Integration works in 1-D models of the VOR, because sequential rotations around a single Listing's law has been confirmed for saccades and pursuit Straumann et al. 1991 ; Tweed and axis do combine commutatively and additively, i.e., the order of movements does not matter. In 3-D, however, the order Vilis 1990). In contrast, the slow phase of the VOR will obviously violate Listing's law if the head's velocity axis of rotations does matter, and the initial orientation is thus important in determining the final position (Quaia and Ophas a torsional component with regard to Listing's plane. However, even head rotation axes in Listing's plane will tican 1997; Tweed and Vilis 1987) . cause torsional violations of Listing's law as a function of initial eye position (Crawford and Vilis 1991) . To see why 3-D Tweed/Vilis/Crawford model this is so, we will first look at why saccades obey Listing's law.
A solution that accounts for the noncommutative nature of 3-D rotations was proposed by Tweed and Vilis (1987) It has been well established that during saccades, if eye position is to stay in Listing's plane (as required by Listing's and Crawford and Vilis (1991) , when they suggested a velocity-to-position transformation that used a multiplicative law), then the axis of rotation must tilt out of Listing's plane for eye movements that are not toward or away from primary step before integration. In their model, the brain stem's command for eye velocity was first multiplied by a feedback position (Tweed and Vilis 1990) . It can be shown mathematically that, in such cases, the velocity axis must tilt out copy of eye orientation to produce rate-of-eye-position change, which can be integrated. This model correctly preof Listing's plane by half the angular displacement of the orthogonal component, the so-called half-angle rule. For ex-dicted the position-dependent violations of Listing's law.
These predicted violations were investigated by Crawford ample, a purely leftward 30Њ saccade beginning from an initial position of 40Њ up and 15Њ right, would require the and Vilis in 1991. In their paper, they showed that the VOR response of behaving monkeys followed a position-depenvelocity axis to tilt back out of Listing's plane by 20Њ ( 1 / 2 the angle of vertical displacement). Mathematically, the dent pattern consistent with models that used the correct principles of kinematics, as suggested by Tweed and Vilis. relationship between eye position and velocity in 3-D is captured in the following equation
Moreover, the position-dependent violations of Listing's law held their positions, supporting the prediction of Tweed et (1994a) and contradicting a simple 3-D replication of the model and subsequent similar models where eye position (q) is expressed as a quaternion, q g is (Schnabolk and Raphan 1994) .
rate-of-change in eye position, and v is the angular velocity Recently, some investigators have suggested that plant vector of the eye (Tweed and Vilis 1987) . mechanics could solve the rotational kinematics problem if With VOR slow phases, however, the velocity axes ideally position dependencies due to orbital ''pulleys'' implement would not tilt out of Listing's plane as a function of eye the half-angle rule (Demer et al. 1995; Miller 1989; Raphan position , but rotate about the same axis as the head. Thus 1997 Thus , 1998 . This has been demonstrated to be theoretically the ideal VOR does not employ a half angle rule.
1 As a correct for the saccade generator (Crawford and Guitton result, eye position is forced out of Listing's plane in a 1997; Optican and Quaia 1998; Raphan 1998), but for the position-dependent manner. The consequence of violating VOR the situation is less clear, because the VOR does not Listing's law, in an ideal VOR, is that eye position will obey the half angle rule Vilis 1997) . Because accumulate torsional components during slow phases (in the the contribution of muscle mechanics to the position-dependent axis tilts required by Listing's law are still a matter of some theoretical debate (Crawford and Guitton 1997) , we pitch and yaw rotations tilted out of Listing's plane by a quarter-angle rule employed two plant models to investigate any plant-depenrather than a half-angle rule during a VOR conducted by humans in the dent behaviors: a ''standard plant,'' which does not add any dark. Because previous theoretical investigations have assumed an ideal axis tilts (Tweed and Vilis 1987) , and a ''linear plant,'' VOR (Robinson 1982) and the effects of species and vision (e.g., Solomon which fully implements the axis tilts (Crawford and Guitton et al. 1997) are not yet clear, we will continue to simulate an ideal ''zero angle'' rule for simplicity and readdress this issue in the DISCUSSION .
1997; Tweed et al. 1994a ). The latter has been shown to J146-8 / 9k2e$$no05 10-22-98 06:01:53 neupas LP-Neurophys provide an accurate approximation of the pulley model suggested by Raphan (1997) , as shown by Optican and Quaia (1998) .
Purpose and hypotheses of present investigation
Although the Tweed-Vilis-Crawford model produced appropriate 3-D VOR behavior (including violations of Listing's law) by correctly using the principles inherent in 3-D kinematics, the model was physiologically unrealistic because it used orthogonal coordinate systems in its calculations and did not address the possibility of a purely mechanical implementation of the half angle rule. Thus, our aim was 1) to determine the necessity of the multiplicative step with both plants and 2) to combine the resulting models with the realistic coordinates used by Robinson. First, we hypothesized that muscle mechanics cannot obviate the need for an velocity in the VOR, because fundamentally, the input to
The signal is relayed to the motoneurons (MN), and a velocity to position the VOR is angular velocity, whereas the output is eye orien-transformation within the indirect path, where v is multiplied by the tonic tation. Second, we hypothesized that this comparison might output of the integrator. Output is estimated change-in-eye-position signal not function correctly in arbitrary coordinates, making a triv-(E g *), which is then integrated (brain estimate of current-eye-position, E*).
Signals from these paths are summed at the motoneurons and output to the ial matrix-quaternion combination problematic. Finally, we plant (see text for plant equations). B: linear plant (LP) model. The situahypothesized that any aspect of motor learning that impacts tion is similar to the standard model except that the direct path now propaon neural coordinates would have to take into account the gates an estimated change-in-eye-position signal (E g *) rather than an eye relationships between the computations occurring within velocity signal. The indirect path integrates the change-in-eye-position signal, and the resulting estimate of current-eye-position (E*) is summed with those coordinates.
(E g *) at the motoneurons (MN).
M E T H O D S
q 1 -q 3 ) together with a scalar (element q 0 ). The representation of angular rotations using quaternions is defined by Coordinate system
Eye velocities and orientations were simulated in a head-centric, right-handed, orthonormal coordinate system with the following and basis vectors: i (axis for torsional rotations), j (horizontal axis for vertical rotations), and k (vertical axis for horizontal rotations).
Rotations around these basis vectors were described using the righthand rule as illustrated in RESULTS. Note that, this is distinct from where n is a 3-D unit vector parallel to the axis of rotation (q); the notion of a right-handed coordinate system that implies that, and a is the magnitude of the rotation. Although q already describes when pointing the right thumb along the first axis (e.g., /i ) the both the axis and magnitude of the rotation, q 0 becomes important fingers curl from the / j axis to the /k axis. The term orthonormal in certain operations such as quaternion multiplication (Tweed and means that these coordinate vectors were mutually orthogonal and Vilis 1987) . These angular rotation vectors (q 1 , q 2 , q 3 ) resemble each were of length 1. These definitions are all important in under-the vectors in Fig. 3A .
Where q 0 appears in models of brain stem standing the results of this study. function, it can be conceptualized as representing general neural To simplify our description of the 3-D VOR, we arbitrarily redundancy (Tweed and Vilis 1990) rather than a separate neural aligned our coordinates with the stereotaxic planes of the head. In channel. addition, because the orientation of Listing's plane varies with respect to the head (Crawford 1994; Tweed and Vilis 1990) , we Models made the simplifying assumption that it was aligned with the coronal plane, such that stereotaxic coordinates equated with Listing's Crawford and Vilis (1991) and Tweed et al. (1994b) have meacoordinates. A more complete description of the VOR would re-sured actual VOR matrices in monkey and humans, respectively, quire translational (Paige et al. 1996) and inertial coordinate trans-and found them to be less than ideal (particularly in torsion). formations (Angelaki and Hess 1994), but this was beyond the Nevertheless, for simplicity we chose to model an ideal, monocular, scope of the current investigation.
angular VOR for a distant target using two models ( Fig. 2 ) that utilized quaternions to represent all kinematic variables. QUATERNIONS. Quaternions were used to implement our models for two reasons. First, the previous Tweed-Vilis model (Tweed In addition to combining the approaches of Tweed and Vilis (1987) with Robinson (1982) , we also tested two different plants and Vilis 1987) used quaternions, and because we were combining this model with a matrix representation, we elected to maintain to determine whether the type of plant used would modify the resultant behavior: 1) a position-independent torque plant Fig. 2A continuity by also using them. Second, quaternions are often easier to work with than most other representations, especially for very (Tweed and Vilis 1987) , in which muscle torques are fixed in the head (the standard plant model), and 2) a linear plant (Fig. 2B ), large rotations (Haslwanter 1995; Tweed and Vilis 1987) .
Quaternions are mathematical constructs that consist of four which implements the position-dependent axis tilts observed in saccades (Crawford and Guitton 1997; Tweed et al. 1994a ). The elements (0-3) that can be thought of as a 3-D vector (elements J146-8 / 9k2e$$no05
10-22-98 06:01:53 neupas LP-Neurophys standard plant can be described with the following equation dependencies required by Listing's law must, in effect, be ''undone'' in the VOR. Mathematically this required conversion of v (Tweed and Vilis 1987) to E g by a multiplicative feedback loop (Fig. 2B , dashed lines)
(6) common to both paths. This means that the direct path outputs a rate-of-position-change signal rather than the velocity signal as in whereas the linear plant input was described by Tweed et al. 1994 the SP model. Thus the brain stem was changed to reflect the needs
of the plant ). We will henceforth refer to this as the LP (linear plant) model. where m is the motoneuron signal, k is the scalar elasticity constant, MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS. It is into these two models (the SP r is the scalar viscosity constant, q is the eye position, q g is the rate and LP models) that we incorporated the realistic vestibular, brain of change in eye position, and v is the canal velocity vector (r stem, and eye muscle coordinate transformations in the form of and k can also be regarded as the matrices R and K with r and matrices. These matrices were functionally the same as Robinson's, k, respectively, repeated along the main diagonal (Crawford and with the exception that they were reordered to fit our coordinates Guitton 1997).
(i, j, k) and the following minor point. Robinson modeled the CONTROL SYSTEM FOR STANDARD PLANT. The input of the canal afferent vector as encoding head velocity relative to space. It standard plant model ( Fig. 2A) was a velocity vector, v, which may seem difficult to reconcile this with the fact that the vestibular represented the canal activity vector. This vector was divided by sensors (and canal coordinates) are fixed with respect to the head. two to satisfy quaternion conventions and then sent down two Furthermore, this requires that the canal vector be trivially parallel paths: the direct path (thick line) and the indirect path multiplied by 0I (implicit in the brain stem matrix and thus the (thin lines). The direct path merely multiplied v by a scalar viscos-projection patterns to the muscles) to compute desired eye velocity ity constant (r). The indirect path, however, supplied the position for the VOR (Robinson 1982) . This became particularly cumberportion of the signal for the plant and therefore integrated the some when we employed more than one brain stem matrix (see supplied velocity vector. To accomplish the required integration RESULTS ) and had to arbitrarily decide where to put the negative while at the same time obeying the rules of rotational kinematics, identity matrix. However, we eliminated this trivial problem by the velocity vector was multiplied by an estimate of current eye reinterpreting the canal vector as encoding space velocity in head position (feedback from the brain stem integrator)
coordinates, requiring a slight modification of Eqs. 1 and 2 such E g * Å v*E* ( 8 )that the brain stem matrix was computed to give an overall VOR matrix equaling I. Finally, we sometimes altered certain elements using the standard formula for quaternion multiplication (Tweed of the C and M matrices (as described in RESULTS ) to test Roband Vilis 1987; Westheimer 1957) inson's (1982) assertion that muscle or canal damage could be corrected by simply recalculating the brain stem matrix.
Ideal VOR response of the quaternion models
The following sections present results that are representative of the general properties observed in our simulations.
where E* is treated as the right multiplied quaternion (Westheimer For consistency, standard simulations conducted over five 1957). Note that v(0) Å 0 so that the first column of Eq. 9 can be eliminated in practice. The resultant quaternion E g * is the different initial eye positions in response to a constant velocderivative of E*, or a rate-of-change in orientation signal. This ity, rightward head movement of 100Њ/s in the horizontal result was integrated component-wise (where i runs from 0 stereotaxic plane for a duration of 0.5 s are presented.
to 3) Figure 3 shows the ideal behavior of the VOR as simulated by the SP model, provided here as a control. A shows the (10) eye and head velocity vectors (axes of rotation) during the movement, whereas B-E show position traces of the eye The resulting signal is an internal estimate of eye position ( E*), with respect to the head. Rotations represented in this and which was then multiplied by the scalar elasticity constant (k).
subsequent figures follow the right-hand rule. That is, if the
The signals from both paths were then summed component-wise thumb of the right hand is pointed in the same direction as at the motoneurons (Eq. 6). This signal was sent to the plant where current eye position (scaled by the elasticity constant, kE) was the vector, then the curl of the fingers will give the direction subtracted. After removal (by division) of the viscosity constant of rotation indicated by that vector. For example, pointing (r), we were left with the original eye velocity vector ( v). This the thumb of the right hand in the direction of the positive vector was then multiplied by current eye position (Eq. 8), re-k axis of Fig. 3A (the axis of eye rotation), gives a finger sulting in a change of position value (E g ), the integration of which curl indicating a leftward eye rotation. The position traces produced the new eye position (E). This model was identical to (Fig. 3B) , numbered 1-5, correspond to an initial vertical the model proposed by Tweed and Vilis (1987) and used by Craw-eye position of 30Њ down, 15Њ down, 0Њ, 15Њ up, and 30Њ up, ford and Vilis (1991) . We will henceforth refer to this as the SP respectively. Each simulation began with the eye positioned This input simplifies saccade generation, but the implied position of the eye in response to a rightward rotation of the head.
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10-22-98 06:01:53 neupas LP-Neurophys torsion remained uncorrected, it would continue to build until the mechanical limits of the eye muscles were reached. Torsion does not normally build to such large levels or hold indefinitely during a real VOR because of the torsion-resetting aspect of the intervening quick phases (Crawford and Vilis 1991) . Although these kinematically correct simulations in Fig. 3 were obtained from the SP model, our LP model ( Fig. 2A ) produced identical traces, because both models incorporated a 3-D multiplicative operation, but in different configurations (Fig. 2) . We then evaluated the biological importance of this operation to the behavior of each model.
Contribution of the multiplicative component
Several investigators (Schnabolk and Raphan 1994; Straumann et al. 1995) have hypothesized that a multiplicative interaction is not required to handle 3-D rotations, but that (Demer et al. 1995; Raphan 1997 Raphan , 1998 . longer simulated an ideal VOR (see Fig. 3 ). With the SP E: torsion over time, showing that torsion is held constant and indefinitely at the end of head movement. model ( ), the view from behind the subject (A) shows good performance in the horizontal and vertical directions, although the final position is not as accurate and there was The other traces and views can be similarly assessed, with some drift (at the cessation of head movement) that inthe exception of the torsion versus time trace (Fig. 3E) .
creased with eccentricity from primary position. The extent In the view from behind the ''subject'' ( Fig. 3 B ) , the of this drift is seen more clearly in the side view (B). Eye horizontal and vertical components of eye position are visiposition in head shows an incorrect torsional pattern (comble. These traces indicate that, not surprisingly, eye posipared with Fig. 3C ), which did not hold at the end of head tion mainly changed in the horizontal direction. As removement but rather moved back into Listing's plane quired for an ideal VOR, the eye held its final position (viewed edge on along the ordinate axis) as in the linear ( ᭺ ) when the head stopped moving. In Fig. 3 , C and D, control model of Schnabolk and Raphan (1994) . The LP the torsional component of eye position is visible. Here, model shows a similar pattern in Fig. 4A but produced a Listing's plane is aligned with the vertical axis ( C ) or the dramatically different pattern of torsional eye position. Fighorizontal axis ( D ) . ure 4C shows that the LP model trace always stayed in Note that in traces 1, 2, 4, and 5, a position-dependent Listing's plane (along the vertical axis). Note that the final torsional shift out of Listing's plane occurred. These tortorsional resting position simulated by both models was idensional components of eye position were seen even though tical. Thus the response of both ''linearized'' models was the velocity vector was always within Listing's plane (Fig. incorrect, in the sense that they did not provide the eye-in-3A) and therefore does not specify a torsional component.
head torsional pattern seen in the ideal (Fig. 3) or real VOR This was the result of the multiplicative component within (Crawford and Vilis 1991) . the models, which accounted for the noncommutative nature At first glance, this may seem like a somewhat trivial of rotations (discussed above). When the eye began moving problem, but these head centric torsional errors disrupted from an initial down and right position (1, 2), counterclockthe primary visual functions of the VOR. Figure 4 , D-F, wise (CCW) torsion increased, whereas clockwise (CW)
shows the functional implications of these errors. In D, both torsion was seen to build when the initial position of the eye was up and to the right (4, 5). Trace 3, however, showed the SP model ( ) and the LP models (rrr) failed to hold a stable torsional eye position in space as required of no torsional increase because the eye moved across primary position. These results agree with the pattern of eye move-an ideal VOR. Moreover, because these torsional errors do not correspond to rotation about the line of sight, they also ments described by Crawford and Vilis (1991) and are required for perfect stabilization of the retinal image.
destabilized 2-D gaze direction in space (E). Such eye movements would thus cause images to move with respect Figure 3E shows torsional behavior over time. Torsion continued to build until the head stopped moving (dashed to the retina. The potential reduction in acuity will depend on eye velocity in space. In the real system, retinal image vertical line) and then held, as observed experimentally (Crawford and Vilis 1991 the origin) has been shown to be detrimental to perception (Westheimer and McKee 1975) . Eye velocity in space with the SP model (F, ) showed a peak magnitude of Ç20Њ/ s for trace 5. When the head stopped, velocity dropped back toward 0Њ/s at a rate consistent with the time constant of the plant. The LP actually produced a higher eye velocity in space (E, rrr) than the standard plant (26.4Њ/s vs. 20Њ/ s) because all of its eye motion occurred during head movement. Thus both models showed an inability to hold correct eye position or gaze direction in space and produced retinal slip that was well beyond the acceptable limits of the real system. Indeed, the linear VOR controller actually produced greater errors driving the ''pulley-equipped'' linear plant than the standard plant.
We then computed the degree of retinal slip (quantified as eye velocity in space) for both models over a realistic range of horizontal head rotation speeds (0-200Њ/s) and vertical eye positions (10-40Њ) as depicted in Fig. 5 . Figure  5A shows the results of the SP model, whereas B shows the results of the LP model. Both plants show increasing retinal slip with increasing displacement from primary position and increasing head speed. However, the LP model showed approximately twice the retinal slip as the SP model. Thus the multiplicative component is necessary for controlling both plants and is even more important for the linear plant. Having established that the multiplicative step is necessary for ideal behavior in both models, we then examined the performance of these models (see Fig. 2 ) in physiologically realistic coordinates. Figure 6 shows the standard (10, 20, 30 , and 40Њ) down, respectively. ᭺, around the 2 data points indicate simulation 5 (depicted in Fig. 4F ).
Failure of the control system in realistic coordinates
configuration initially used to incorporate realistic coordi-J146-8 / 9k2e$$no05
10-22-98 06:01:53 neupas LP-Neurophys above. Initially, we allowed the models to run freely (not shown) at 5 different head velocities 100, 200, 300, and 400Њ/s for a period of 0.5 s each. The problem of retinal slip increased with increasing head speed for both models.
The SP-matrix model reached retinal slip velocities of 22-90Њ/s for the low to high end head rotation speeds, whereas the LP-matrix model produced retinal slip velocities that were approximately twice these magnitudes. Thus these models failed to emulate a VOR that was biologically realistic, let alone ideal. As we shall see, this was a result of two related computational problems that are both biologically problematic. models with the matrices (representing realistic coordinates) that was problematic. Clearly the placement of one or more nates into our models. As predicted, the trivial combination of these matrices was disrupting one or more of the compoof the correctly operating models with realistic coordinates in the form of canal, brain stem, and muscle matrices (SP matrix and LP matrix) failed to produce a correct response.
A characteristic pattern of errors was observed depending on the plant model. Figure 7 , A-C, shows the results obtained with the standard plant, whereas D-F illustrate the results achieved using the linear plant. The solid lines indicate the now incorrect response of the models, whereas the dashed lines indicate the ideal response (a convention used in all diagrams from this point forward). Only standard simulations 3-5 are illustrated because simulations 1 and 2 are mirror images of 4 and 5. The behind view (Fig. 7A) shows only a slight positional error for the SP-matrix model in simulations 4 and 5. However, the above view (B) illustrates that incorrect torsional movement was observed with increasing eccentricity from primary position, both before and after the head stopped moving. This temporal behavior can be more clearly seen in Fig. 7C , where the vertical line indicates when the head stopped moving. At the cessation of head movement, the rate of positional deviation increased dramatically but then slowed as the eye approached its final resting position, showing an exponential decay at the intrinsic time constant determined by the plant (k/r).
In simulations with the LP-matrix model (Fig. 7, D-F) , position traces showed a different pattern of errors. Vertical and horizontal position (D) were similar to those observed in the ideal VOR except that horizontal position was slightly less than ideal. However, the above view (E) shows that torsion moved immediately in the wrong direction. That is, instead of specifying CW torsion as required by an ideal VOR ( ---), the system specified CCW torsion. As in the ideal VOR, torsion increased during head movement and then held after the head stopped moving, but in the opposite To further quantify the biological impact of these prob-the same simulations seen in Fig. 3 . Neither model produced the correct response.
lems, we computed the velocity of retinal slip as described J146-8 / 9k2e$$no05
10-22-98 06:01:53 neupas LP-Neurophys nents of brain stem processing (because all matrix place-B. Thus our brain stem model malfunctioned in either motor or sensory coordinates. ments were upstream of the plant, plant operations remained unchanged). To confirm our hypothesis that the problem We next moved to mathematical tests that did not represent physiological arrangements, but isolated the source of was isolated to the multiplicative operation, we manipulated the placement of the matrices so that different combinations the errors. First, we put the multiplicative component in canal coordinates and left everything else in orthogonal coorof the internal operations were in orthogonal or physiological coordinates.
dinates (Fig. 8D) . Again, the results were incorrect and virtually indistinguishable from rows B and C. Thus conduct- Figure 8 shows variations of the SP-matrix model, and representative simulations of each configuration [ the same ing the multiplicative step in canal coordinates and everything else in orthogonal coordinates still did not resolve tests were also conducted with the LP-matrix model ( not shown ) with analogueous results ] . Column 1 represents the problem. This suggested that the problem was with the multiplicative vector operation. To confirm this, we conthe various placement of matrices, column 2 indicates torsional eye position relative to the head over time, and ducted the multiplication in orthogonal coordinates while everything else was conducted in canal coordinates (E) accolumn 3 shows eye position in space ( as a measure of retinal slip ) . For reference, we have provided the control cording to the illustrated scheme. This time, the result was identical to the control. Thus only the multiplicative comporesponse ( row A ) as well as the response with our original matrix placement ( row B ) , with the brain stem in motor nent was sensitive to the internal coordinate system.
Malfunctioning of the multiplicative component explained coordinates. In row C we arranged the matrices differently to place the brain stem in sensory coordinates. This order-the differences between the responses in the two models.
Because this step was confined to the indirect path of the ing represents another possible physiological arrangement, but the result was nearly indistinguishable from row SP model, its malfunction produced a pulse-step mismatch (Fig. 7C) , whereas the malfunction of this step in both paths of the LP model produced an inappropriately directed but properly matched response (Fig. 7F) . Our results illustrate that linear operations such as integration and scalar multiplication can be correctly performed in an independent piecemeal fashion on any individual component within a coordinate system without adversely affecting the other components. In contrast, the multiplication of eye velocity and orientation involves cross channel comparisons that depend both on the order of the inputs and their relative geometric definitions. In mathematical terms, the multiplication tensor is coordinate system dependent (see APPENDI X ).
Order and ''handedness'' in coordinate systems
In this section we deal with the ordering of the inputs to the multiplication tensor. Recall that this component of our models was incorporated to deal with the inherent noncommutativity of rotations (Tweed and Vilis 1987) . Because its function is to properly compensate for order effects in rotations, it should not be surprising that it must be defined for a specific order of inputs in both the components of orientation and velocity. The standard multiplication formula (Eq. 9) provided by Tweed and Vilis (1987) assumed the order found in a right-handed coordinate system (defined previously). However, because order was irrelevant in the direct path matrix model of Robinson (1982) , he arbitrarily used an ordering of canal matrix rows (i.e., canals pairs) that switched the brain stem activity vector into a left-handed coordinate system. 2 In such a coordinate system, when the thumb of the left hand is pointed along the positive direction of the first coordinate (i.e., basis vector), the fingers will curl in the direction from the second basis vector to the third basis vector, thus establishing their order. Because our FIG . 8. Test placements of matrices for SP-matrix model. Double boxes with letters C, B, M, A, and E represent canal, brain stem, muscle, afferent, 2 Note that, although Robinson started with a right-handed x, y, z coordinate system, the placement of a single negative value along the main diagoand efferent matrices, respectively. Left column: matrix placements. Middle column: resulting torsion/time for simulation 5. Right column: resulting nal of his canal matrix caused a reversal to a left-handed coordinate system.
Had he chosen the opposite order in his first two rows, this would not have eye position in space. Vertical bar indicates point at which the head stopped moving.
happened.
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, B-D).
Obviously, there is no inherent anatomic or physiological order between the canal pairs. What is physiologically relevant is the order of projections of the canal activity vector (and position vector) components to the multiplication tensor, and how such connections are formed. To demonstrate the contribution of this order effect to our VOR errors, we swapped the ralp and rpla from their original order in the Robinson canal matrix channels (i.e., by interchanging the 1st 2 rows), and similarly swapping the first two rows of the muscle matrix. This arbitrarily put the brain stem activity vector into a right-handed coordinate system (the biological meaning of this will be considered further in DISCUSSION ). We then recalculated the appropriate brain stem matrix (Eq. 2) and repeated the simulation shown in Fig. 8 . The results (Fig. 8, row F) confirmed that the order problem was indeed the major contributor to the failure in our initial quaternionmatrix models (see Fig. 7 ). However, this arbitrary swapping of the canal rows begs the question of how physiological systems keep established order in their inputs (this topic will be addressed in DISCUSSION ). Moreover, although the response was now greatly improved (perhaps to within physiological tolerance), the eye still did not hold position perfectly at the end of the movement, and eye orientation in space was not yet perfectly stable.
Sensitivity to nonorthogonalities
The remaining problem in the model related to the geometric definition of the components in our brain stem coordinate systems. In addition to being defined for a right-handed coordinate system, our standard quaternion multiplication In contrast, our simulated brain stem activity vectors were explanation). represented in the anatomically realistic nonorthogonal coordinates provided by Robinson (1982) , and thus the expected model. Quantified in this way, the SP-matrix model showed geometric meaning of these components was violated. Ala relative insensitivity to nonorthogonality because the dethough on a smaller scale, this resembled confusing two gree of retinal slip did not exceed 5Њ/s within the tested components of position, for example, horizontal for vertical.
range. This relatively low rate of retinal slip occurred beThus it is again not surprising, in retrospect, that a formula cause the errors in this model were spread out over time in carefully designed to take the proper components of velocity a relatively slowly drifting pulse-step mismatch (see Fig.  and position into account would still fail. 7C). In contrast, the ''muscle-pulley'' LP-matrix model To quantify the integrity of the multiplication tensor as a showed a relatively high degree of sensitivity to nonorthogofunction of coordinate nonorthogonality, we conducted the nality, because its errors were actualized instantaneously. following sensitivity analysis. We started with our brain stem Even within 5 to 10Њ deviations from orthogonality, this models in the original right-handed orthogonal coordinate model produced 12-25Њ/s speeds of retinal slip, representing system used in our control simulations (Fig. 7) . We then a substantial loss of visual acuity. Note, however, that quanvaried the degree of orthogonality between the torsional and tified in terms of final eye orientation, both models malfuncvertical coordinate axes [varying other combinations of axes tioned in exactly the same way. (not shown) produced similar results]. Figure 9 shows the Thus a VOR multiplication tensor defined for orthogonal degree of retinal slip (quantified as eye speed in space) for coordinates could probably tolerate small physiological non-2.5Њ steps of nonorthogonality (up to 15Њ) at head rotations orthogonalities reasonably well, but will not tolerate larger speeds ranging from 50 to 400Њ/s within a realistic oculomononorthogonalities that might result from, e.g., damage and tor range. Figure 9A shows the traces from the SP-matrix model, whereas B shows the traces from the LP-matrix reattachment of the muscles. Conversely, an orthogonal, J146-8 / 9k2e$$no05 10-22-98 06:01:53 neupas LP-Neurophys right-handed coordinate system should function reasonably the original ''canal'' coordinates, while leaving them rotated from Cartesian coordinates in a physiologically realistic well with a multiplication formula defined for a slightly different nonorthogonal coordinate system. Note that the or-fashion (Crawford 1994; Crawford et al. 1991; Simpson and Graf 1981) thogonality problem is more general than, and in fact incorporates, the order problem described above. For example, switching the order of two originally orthogonal channels can be described as a 180Њ non-orthogonality. In the following section, we will describe our first attempt to provide a physiologically plausible model that deals with both of these A similar procedure was used to compute the motor efferent matrix (E) that would transform our orthogonal brain stem problems in a mathematically simple fashion.
coordinate system into signals appropriate for the muscles Orthogonal brain stem solution Suppose that one wanted to simulate an ideal VOR using the standard quaternion multiplication formula (Eq. 9). As demonstrated above, this would require that the operation Note that these matrices were derived for Robinson's leftbe performed in a right-handed coordinate system. In other handed canal and muscle matrices. Not surprisingly, these words, the canal afferents would have to project to this oper-manipulations reestablished the ideal VOR response as illusator in a right-handed order. Furthermore, to produce ideal trated in Fig. 8G . Thus the process described in Eqs. 11-behavior, the brain stem coordinate system would have to 15, whereby we computed the correct overall afferent and be in orthogonal coordinates, for which there is some physio-efferent projection strengths for the standard multiplication logical evidence (Crawford 1994) . Because the canal and tensor, provided a relatively simple solution that was mathemuscle matrices are not orthogonal, this would require two matically correct and in some respects biologically plausible. brain stem coordinate transformations, one afferent (matrix A), and one efferent (matrix E), to the multiplication tensor, Alternative tensor solution such that the intervening coordinates would be orthogonalized. This ''orthogonal brain stem solution'' is shown
The problem with the preceding scheme is that it implies schematically in Fig. 8 , row G (left), and as illustrated Fig. that the system begins with a hard-wired set of local network 8 (G, right) it does provide an ideal VOR.
connections that remain inflexible throughout life (the multiThe following section describes our method for deriving plication tensor), and then must learn to maintain the precise the A and E transformations. To reflect the arbitrary physio-pattern of synaptic inputs to this operator thereafter. This logical order of the canals and muscles, we began with the clearly contradicts the findings of developmental neuroscileft-handed ordering used by Robinson (1982) . Unfortu-ence and neural network modeling, which suggest that nately, these matrices could not simply be inverted to give coarse-grained, serial/parallel projections are established a simple torsional/vertical/horizontal coordinate system be-first in some reasonably ordered fashion, and then the precise cause physiological experiments have already shown that local network connections (like those in our multiplication brain stem coordinate systems are not parceled neatly into tensor) are fine tuned by further development and learning torsional and vertical centers, but rather combine these direc-that remains an ongoing process throughout life (e.g., Robtions in much the same way as do the canals and muscles inson 1992). Furthermore, although orthogonal coordinates (e.g., Crawford et al. 1991 ). Thus we required the matrix are advantageous for optimizing signal-to-noise ratios (Rob-(A) to transform the canal matrix into an orthogonal right-inson 1985) , there may be pathological situations where handed coordinate system, but rotated horizontally 45Њ from even approximate orthogonality is not possible (as described the original i, j, k coordinates about the k axis (Crawford further in DISCUSSION ) . Thus the requirement that the brain 1994). The basis vectors of such a coordinate system when stem must always develop a right-handed, perfectly orthogoarranged in a matrix (X) are as follows nal solution to satisfy the hard-wired requirements of a single operation seems unlikely, given the inherently distributed and sloppy nature of biological systems. A more developmentally realistic solution to this problem would require that we start with some coordinate system We then noted that in any matrix coordinate transformation (reflecting the serial/parallel projection weightings), and the original basis vectors are rotated by the inverse of that then match the formula for quaternion multiplication to these matrix (e.g., Anton and Rorres 1994). Thus the rotation of coordinates (reflecting a fine tuning of local network conneci, j, k (the identity matrix) by the inverse of C and then the tions). To do this, we had to consider quaternion multiplicainverse of A would equal X tion in a general way. As mentioned above, quaternion multiplication is an example of a tensor. Other more familiar
examples of tensors are dot products and cross products. on rearranging we have Indeed, because quaternion multiplication can be decomposed into the latter two operations (Tweed and Vilis 1987) ,
there is nothing special about the fact that we are using quaternions here. However, some consideration of tensor This gave the following matrix (A), which orthogonalized J146-8 / 9k2e$$no05 10-22-98 06:01:53 neupas LP-Neurophys (see APPENDIX for details). For illustrative purposes, we began by computing the tensor for the left-handed nonorthogonal ''motor coordinates'' used in Fig. 7 . Figure 10B shows the resulting tensor, which has numerous new nonzero components. In practice, this was computed at the start of each simulation and then used as the quaternion multiplication formula during the simulation. That is, the quaternion representing velocity (v) and the quaternion representing estimated eye position (E* m ) were multiplied according to the coefficients contained in the tensor matrix. The responses of the new tensor model were indistinguishable from the control responses (Fig. 3) of an ideal VOR for all simulations, including situations with extremely high head velocities and exaggerated oculomotor ranges (not shown). The response of the new model to standard simulation 5 is illustrated in Fig. 11 . The solid lines show the incorrect response of the SP-matrix (left column) and LPmatrix (right column) models, whereas the dashed line shows the correct response of the new model. ) represents an entry in the general tensor 4 1 4 1 4 matrix. Usually, in the case for orthogonal coordinates, only the nonzero entries are specified. B: general definition of the tensor formula for quaternion multiplication in motor coordinates. In the general definition, each element (v, E, E g ) is specified because one cannot know beforehand which entries will be nonzero. algebra will be required to implement these operations in nonstandard coordinates (for a more detailed mathematical explanation, see APPENDI X ).
The standard formula for quaternion multiplication (Eq. 9) is actually a simplified version of a more complex tensor with all of the irrelevant coefficients deleted. The complete 64-component tensor for orthogonal coordinate systems is illustrated in Fig. 10A . Each component of this tensor establishes the relationship between each component of each input and each output (one can conceptualize these as overall synaptic weightings between the various components). A 64 (4 1 4 1 4) component tensor is thus required because there are two four-component inputs and one four-component output [because the 0th component of one input (v) is always equal to 0, the top rows of the tensor elements in Fig. 10 can effectively be eliminated, leaving a 48-component operator]. In the standard tensor (Fig. 10A) Indeed, the strength of the tensor solution was that it worked with left-handed, right-handed, orthogonal, or nonorthogonal coordinates with equal ease. In other words, the advantages of the orthogonal brain stem solution could be combined with the advantages of the tensor solution.
Adaptation to muscle damage
Suppose that the correct tensor had been set, as described above, for whatever coordinate system the brain used. Our previous analysis (Figs. 8F and 9 ) indicated that the system would be reasonably tolerant to small day-to-day changes in neural coordinates (e.g., Crawford 1994), but how would it respond to larger coordinate changes that might accompany system damage? We were now in a position to test Robinson's assertion that canal or muscle damage could be corrected simply by recalculating the elements of a single brain stem matrix (Robinson 1982) . Such a recalculation row A, shows eye-in-head-position from the behind view. The solid lines illustrate that the horizontal and vertical eye trace of the uncorrected models showed similar errors to those shown in Fig. 7 . With the inclusion of the tensor, however, the models output the ideal response as illustrated by the dashed lines. Row B shows the above view, which highlights the incorrect torsional behavior of the models (solid lines), whereas the correct behavior output by the tensor model is shown by the dashed lines. Torsion over time (row C) was also incorrect for both original matrix models but is ideal and stable for the new tensor model. As a result of the incorrect eye-in-head behavior, gaze in space (row D) was not stable for the models without the corrected FIG . 13. Response to 50% weakening of the lateral and medial rectus tensor (solid lines and q), whereas gaze in space was ideal muscles (LP-matrix model) to simulation 5 (see Fig. 3 performed an ideal VOR while using arbitrary coordinates. The consequence of these incorrect eye in head positions is that the eye is no longer held stable in space (row D). When we followed Robinson's suggestion and corrected the elements of a single brain stem matrix to compensate for damage the muscle damage (Fig. 13, right column) , the model still failed to give a correct response. The resulting response overcompensated in all directions, including a large and inappropriate torsional movement. This occurred because the adjustments to a single brain stem matrix rendered the originally correct multiplication tensor incorrect for the new coordinates now defined by that new brain stem matrix. Thus the ideal response was achieved only when both the brain stem matrix and the tensor were recomputed ( ---) .
The dramatic results of the previous simulations were particularly surprising because we only weakened one muscle pair without altering the orthogonality of the muscle ( and hence brain stem) coordinates. Indeed, this touched on the third and final problem for matching the multiplication tensor to its coordinates: normality. Robinson's canal and muscle matrices were orthonormal, meaning that each of the three canal pairs /muscle pairs had the exact same sensitivity / strength. In reality, this is unlikely to be true. For example, the horizontal recti are thought to be considerably stronger than the other muscles. Figure 14 shows a sensitivity analysis similar to Fig. 9 , except now the retinal slip associated with the standard multiplication tensor is quantified as a function of 10% steps in decreasing horizontal recti strength, with concomitant Robinsonian adjustments sumption that there is a single brain stem matrix. In such simulations both the type of damage (canal or muscle) and the placement of the brain stem matrix are important because suggests that an adjustment of the projection weights between the nuclei involved in the VOR would be sufficient the tensor required for correct system operation depends on the upstream coordinate transformations that shape its input to compensate for damage to the system. We tested this hypothesis for muscle damage with the brain stem in motor coordinates (brain stem matrix upstream from the multipli-TABLE 1. Effects of the different placement of matrices on the cation tensor). ity, the actions of both the lateral and medial rectus muscles were weakened by 50% (accomplished by multiplying the Control
'lmr' column of the muscle matrix by 0.5). Similar simula-Muscle damage
tions with the LP-matrix model are shown in Fig. 13 . The Canal damage
left column (solid lines) shows the results of the SP-matrix
The differing placement of the multiplicative step requires that one or model with the elements of the single brain stem matrix more matrices be modified, depending on the location of damage to the uncorrected, whereas the right column shows this model system. In the case of a single brain stem matrix (2 left columns), a change with the elements of the single brain stem matrix corrected in the tensor will also be required if the matrix upstream from the multiplicative step is modified. For example, with muscle damage and the transform to compensate for the muscle damage. The dashed lines in upstream from the multiplicative step (ᮏ), the brain stem matrix must be both the left and right columns show the ideal response.
modified in order for the combined output of the canal and brain stem
Looking first at the left column (brain stem matrix uncor-matrices to deliver the input expected by the muscle matrix. This in turn rected), the behind view (row A) shows that the main effect forces the tensor (located within the multiplicative step, ᮏ) to be redefined, of the damage was to reduce the horizontal component (left because its input (the modified brain stem matrix, B) has changed. In the right column, only the matrices must be changed in response to damage trace) of eye position. In row B, the torsional versus horibecause they maintain the coordinate system for which the tensor was zontal plot shows a sluggish torsional response when comoriginally defined. C, canal matrix; B, brain stem matrix; M, muscle matrix; pared with the ideal response (dashed line). The torsion C, modified canal matrix; B, modified brain stem matrix; M, modified versus time plot (C) shows that after the head stopped (verti-muscle matrix; A, afferent matrix; E, efferent matrix; A, modified afferent matrix; E, modified efferent matrix.
cal bar), eye position continued to change inappropriately.
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10-22-98 06:01:53 neupas LP-Neurophys (Table 1) . For example, we also simulated canal damage bolk and Raphan 1994), a multiplication tensor is necessary for both the SP and LP models of the VOR, i.e., its absence (not shown) with the brain stem in sensory coordinates (brain stem matrix downstream) and obtained similar results. produced a significant degradation of vision in both models (see Fig. 4 ). However, the orthogonal brain stem solution offers a different solution to canal/muscle damage, because it uses both With the LP model, some configuration changes were required in the brain stem portion because the original afferent (A) and efferent (E) matrices. In the case of canal damage, recomputation of matrix (A) can reestablish both Tweed-Vilis model (Tweed and Vilis 1987) (i.e., the SP model) required the multiplication tensor only within the the correct gains and ''orthogonality'' of the brain stem, without any long-term changes in the multiplication tensor indirect path, whereas the tensor was required in both paths of the LP model . Indeed, this made the linear (this follows trivially from preceding sections). Similarly, muscle damage could be correctly compensated for by ap-plant version even more dependent on the multiplicative step (Fig. 5) . Without this step (Figs. 4 and 5) , the VOR showed propriate adjustments to matrix (E). We simulated both of these possibilities and found that they also reestablished a dramatic degradation in orientation control, stabilization of gaze direction, and in reduction of retinal slip. Previous an ideal VOR, similar to that shown in . Furthermore, similar adjustments could be used to experiments (Crawford and Vilis 1991) have already shown that this predicted pattern of errors does not occur in moncompensate for anisotropies in normal canals and muscles. The physiological implications of this, and the matrix-tensor keys, but further experiments will be required to evaluate the performance and development of this process in humans. solution (Figs. 12 and 13) will be considered below.
For example, Misslisch et al. (1994) found that, in the dark, humans produced slow phase axes with a quarter-angle D I S C U S S I O N rule, i.e., midway between Listing's law and an ideal VOR. The current investigation suggests three important conclu-This could represent a failure to completely ''undo'' the sions; the first specific to the VOR, but the remaining two mechanical position dependencies in the plant (Demer et al. have more general significance. First, we have shown that 1995; Optican and Quaia 1998). This is easily modeled in a tensor multiplication of eye orientation and angular veloc-our linear plant VOR as a 50% underestimation of eye posiity is required for ideal VOR function (Tweed and Vilis tion in the multiplication tensor. However, even the 1- D 1987) , regardless of plant characteristics. Second, the cor-gains observed by Misslisch et al. (1994) were Ç50% of rect function of such tensors depends on the way that they ideal, so the quarter-angle rule observed here may not repreare matched to their coordinate systems. In other words, sent the capabilities of the system for ideal behavior in the coordinate transformations effect not only serial/parallel light. To help clarify these issues, further studies of human neural projections in the brain (Pellionisz and Llinas 1980; VOR performance in practical visual tasks would be useful. Robinson 1982 Robinson , 1985 , but also the lateral connections ocFinally, although quaternions were used to implement the curring within these coordinates. Finally, because this sug-multiplicative step in our models, a number of different kinegests that intermediate coordinate systems may be optimized matic representations could be used with equal success for purely local computational requirements (Crawford (Haslwanter 1995) . The real issue connected with the use 1994; Masino and Knudsen 1993), the concept of a direct, of the multiplication tensor is the requirement of ''crossprogressive sensorimotor coordinate transformation is per-talk'' between the coordinate channels. For example, knowlhaps flawed. The behavioral, computational, physiological, edge of both the direction of head velocity (e.g., purely developmental, and clinical implications of these conclu-horizontal) and current eye position (e.g., elevated 20Њ from sions will each be discussed in turn. primary position) is necessary to compute the correct degree of torsion required to stabilize eye orientation, even though no torsion is being specified by the canals in this case. The An ideal VOR requires a velocity/orientation component-wise nature of the multiplicative step, where multiplication tensor each component is dependent on each of the others, is evident in the basic formula for this operation (Eq. 9). Thus Recent investigations have shown that an internal multiplicative comparison between eye orientation and angular the fundamental physiological observation to be made is that each component of the canal signal must be compared with velocity may not be necessary in the saccade generator, if the actual oculomotor plant behaves like the linear plant each component of eye position before being integrated (Tweed and Vilis 1987) . modeled in this study (Crawford and Guitton 1997; Quaia and Optican 1997; Raphan 1997 Raphan , 1998 . This is because the saccade-related burst neurons need not encode angular Possible anatomic location of the multiplication tensor velocity, but may instead encode the derivative of eye orientation, which may be input directly to the neural integrator
The real brain, of course, need not use any mathematical functions that we would recognize. When we speak, then, (Crawford 1994) and the linear plant (Tweed et al. 1994) . However, it is physically impossible for the canal activity of where in the brain the tensor may be set, we are referring to where the functional equivalent of the tensor in our models vector to encode eye orientation derivatives . Therefore the VOR cannot avoid the problem of converting is accomplished in the brain. Thus, even if one was to record from single units in a ''tensor center,'' it would likely be angular velocity into commands for eye orientation or its derivative. Our simulations show that, contrary to the sug-difficult to recognize on a cell-by-cell basis. However, this center would need to possess signals in all three dimensions gestions of some investigators (Demer et al. 1995; Schna- J146-8 / 9k2e$$no05
10-22-98 06:01:53 neupas LP-Neurophys that correlate both to angular eye velocity during head rota-nonorthogonalities by Pellionisz and Llinas (1980) . However, despite some general relations, our use of tensor algetions and eye position (because these are the signals being multiplied). Furthermore, if the linear plant version is cor-bra is quite distinct from that employed by Pellionisz. First, we are addressing two different problems. Pellionisz was rect, this center would have to be functionally upstream from the neural integrators in the interstitial nucleus of Cajal addressing the ''covariant-contravariant'' transformation in the direct path, whereas we have addressed a problem of (Crawford et al. 1991) and nucleus prepositus hypoglossi (Cannon and Robinson 1987) . The vestibular nuclei are rotational kinematics in the indirect path. Second, he was addressing a one-input, one-output (i.e., 1,1) tensor problem, thus ideal candidates for the location of this function (e.g., Tomlinson and Robinson 1984) .
whereas we addressed a higher order (2,1) tensor. Third, although Pellionisz's covariant-contravariant transformation By our definitions, the best way to show that some part of the vestibular nuclei perform the equivalent to a tensor is still of conceptual interest, Robinson (1982) demonstrated that it could be circumvented for certain practical purposes. multiplication would be to look at its input/output relations during the VOR. For example, the inputs should encode v Furthermore, Anastasio and Robinson (1990) argued that Pellionisz's apparent attempt to use tensor algebra to comwhile the outputs should encode E g . These signals, in turn, should be differentiated by their different correlations to eye pute exact neural weightings was misguided, due to the sloppiness and redundancy of real network connections. movement kinematics. For example, during head rotations about axes in Listing's plane, v head or v eye will have zero Our tensor description is immune to such criticisms because 1) as described above, the multiplication tensor is torsional components, whereas E g will have torsional components that depend on initial eye position (Crawford and Vilis fundamental to the function of the VOR irrespective of the plant or intrinsic coordinate system, and 2) we make no 1991). In this situation, the phasic signal on the input side should encode v independent of eye position, whereas the claim that our tensor weightings correspond to individual synaptic weightings, but only that they highlight the overall phasic output activity should correlate with the positiondependent torsional components of E g . Although technically weightings of comparisons between certain channels and how these depend on intrinsic coordinates. Ironically, some difficult, such an investigation may be easier to implement than similar studies involving burst neurons (Hepp et al. have argued that such tensors are unnecessarily complex (Raphan 1997 ), but it can be shown that they can be simpli-1994) because the phasic component of the vestibular signal can be sustained for a longer period to give a better signal-fied considerably without losing their advantage over purely linear systems . More importantly, the latter to-noise ratio.
argument is superfluous in real biology, in light of the enormous redundancy and subtlety of actual network connections Coordinate transformations affect intrinsic computations mentioned above (Robinson 1992) . However, the advantage of our algorithmic approach is that it points out fundamental We began our investigation with two internally consistent traditions in modeling that addressed two different aspects computational principles that would not at all be clear from observing connectivity patterns in real or modeled networks. of the VOR. First, the Robinson matrix model (Robinson 1982 ) was a 3-D model of the VOR that emulated coordinate Finally, the tensor approach allowed us to model control of rotational kinematics in realistic biological situations, where transformations in the direct velocity path. Second, the Tweed-Vilis quaternion model (Tweed and Vilis 1987) emu-order, orthogonality, and normality cannot be assumed. lated an ideal VOR in 3-D space by incorporating a solution for the noncommutative nature of 3-D rotations in the indi-Plasticity: tensor solution versus orthogonal brain stem rect path. In combining both of these models to acquire a solution 3-D model of the VOR that used realistic coordinate systems and obeyed the principles of rotational kinematics, we found
In deriving a solution to the problem of matching the multiplication tensor to its intrinsic coordinates, we considthat the standard multiplication tensor required to transform angular velocity into rate-of-position change in the VOR no ered two approaches: the orthogonal brain stem solution, and the tensor solution. Recall that the orthogonal brain stem longer worked.
This finding suggests that any system with tensorlike oper-solution requires the canal signal be transformed into an orthogonal coordinate system before further processing. ations will be coordinate system sensitive. As we have shown, unless the coordinate system is always right-handed With this solution, the multiplicative operation must always be conducted in orthogonal coordinates. Furthermore, these and orthonormal, the formulas for standard tensor operations (such as quaternion multiplication, cross-products, etc.) will coordinates would have to be orthonormal such that each coordinate vector has the same length, i.e., strength of pronot work. To optimize behavior, the control system must therefore correctly match such tensors with their intrinsic jections. This solution has the advantage of maximizing signal-to-noise ratios, and allowing for adjustments both upneural coordinate systems. This is of particular relevance to biological systems for motor control, which must frequently stream and downstream from the ''preset'' tensor. In contrast, the tensor solution allowed for realistic adjustment of deal with complex kinematic geometries (e.g., Crawford and Guitton 1997) using distributed, learning networks (Rob-local network connections to longer range serial projections, and fine tuning of the response regardless of the coordinate inson 1992). We suggest that optimizing tensors for their coordinates is an important function of the physiological system. Furthermore, note that (in contrast to conventional mathematics) it is probably no easier for neural nets to comcorrelates of these networks.
Tensor algebra has previously been used to address VOR pute the multiplication tensor for orthonormal right-handed J146-8 / 9k2e$$no05 10-22-98 06:01:53 neupas LP-Neurophys coordinates than for any other coordinate system. These con-not pursue) would be to combine the quaternion multiplication tensor and the afferent A matrix from the orthonormal siderations led us to the hypothesis that a realistic VOR is most likely controlled by both a dual brain stem coordinate solution into one single tensor computation, reflecting the idea that serial and lateral connections could be fine-tuned transformation and a correctly matched tensor.
In contrast, Robinson (1982) computed a single brain simultaneously. In such a case, the basic projections for the coordinate transformations and tensor operations would be stem matrix and suggested that adjustments to this matrix would be sufficient to correct for damage to the canals or set during development, and then be continually fine tuned and optimized throughout life. However, this does not remuscles. However, we have now shown that this potentially causes a new problem (tensor-coordinate mismatch) when quire that the brain has any explicit knowledge of tensor algebra (Pellionisz and Llinas 1980) . Because tensor malrotational kinematics are considered, depending on the location of these adjustments relative to the multiplication tensor, function or mismatch leads to retinal slip (Figs. 5 and 8) , and because the pattern of this retinal slip will depend on and to a lesser degree on the type of plant used. The solution to this problem depends on the sites available for plasticity. eye position in a characteristic fashion (Figs. 4 and 7) , then the tensor could be optimized simply by adjusting the First, we will consider the orthonormal brain stem/dual brain stem matrix solution. This scheme can correct the prob-appropriate connections until retinal slip is reduced, via the well-known context-dependent mechanisms of visual calilem with the use of specific afferent or efferent matrix adjustments, but in effect must know which component was dam-bration of the VOR (Collewijn et al. 1983; Gonshor and Mellville-Jones 1973; Miles and Braitman 1980 ; Miles and aged: the canals or the muscles. To see why, let us examine the general solution of the orthonormal brain stem. With Eighmy 1980; Lisberger and Miles 1980; Lisberger et al. 1984) . The ultimate adaptive capacity of these processes muscle damage the general solution is would be put to the test following canal/muscle damage, (16) where changes in the normality, and perhaps orthogonality, of these coordinates may occur. where changes in the efferent matrix (E) compensate for muscle damage (M). In contrast, with canal damage, the general solution is
Physiological correlates
To recalculate the tensor, the tensor network would require access to retinal slip information. This also makes the Thus, to keep the multiplicative operation in orthonormal coordinates, the system must know whether to react by modi-vestibular nuclei the ideal site, because they contain target neurons receiving projections from floccular areas that posfying the response to the canals or the response to the muscles. The information about which system is damaged is not sess such information and are thought to be involved in VOR optimization (Lisberger 1988; Lisberger et al. 1994 ; contained, however, in retinal slip. Thus this solution would require that the system correlate behavior context with the . If the cerebellum does indeed serve as a ''teacher'' for the VOR, this would implicitly entail setting retinal slip. For example, retinal slip that is specifically associated with vestibular input would lead to adjustments in the correct multiplication tensor for a given coordinate system. Other floccular target neurons could be involved in the afferent matrix (Lisberger 1988), whereas retinal slip correlated to eye movement in general would result in setting the afferent brain stem matrix, in line with the current view of gain adjustments of the VOR (Lisberger et al. 1994 ). changes to the efferent matrix (Optican and Miles 1985) .
As demonstrated in RESULTS, these modifications will only In contrast, the optimal site of plasticity for the efferent matrix would be the synaptic inputs to the ocular motoneusolve the damage-induced tensor-coordinate mismatch problem if they effectively reestablish the original (e.g., ortho-rons themselves (Optican and Miles 1985; Vilis and Tweed 1988) , which are less understood. normal) internal coordinate system. However, this could take some time. Furthermore, this may not be possible in some To test these hypotheses, it will be necessary to rigorously evaluate brain stem coordinates during damage and recovery. cases, particularly when the canal or muscle matrix is damaged to the extent that it is not invertible. Finally, it is Our simulations (Figs. 12 and 13 ) have demonstrated the predicted 3-D pattern of limited recovery from canal/muscle possible that the dual matrix solution is incorrect, i.e., that the sites for VOR plasticity are too limited (Lisberger et al. damage when only a single brain stem matrix is allowed to adapt and the multiplication tensor remains set. More de-1994). For these reasons, it is parsimonious to predict that the multiplication tensor will also show plasticity, such that tailed simulations could generate the predicted progressive patterns of recovery using various combinations of a single it can be rematched to the new coordinate system.
Thus the real issue here is where the brain allows plasticity brain stem matrix with a plastic tensor, dual plastic matrices with a set tensor, or plastic dual matrices and tensors. Howto occur. In their individual forms, the tensor solution and orthonormal brain stem solution place restrictions on plastic-ever, this experimental/clinical question can most simply be phrased by directly asking what happens to internal brain ity that are probably both unnecessary and unbiological. By allowing plasticity to occur both within the afferent/efferent stem coordinates during recovery. For example, the 3-D pattern of oculomotor drift during integrator failure has been coordinate transformations and in the intervening tensor, one allows for a system that can optimize both coordinate trans-used to suggest that integrator population coordinates are orthonormal and aligned with Listing's plane (Crawford formations and tensor operations for their own separate ends, while ensuring that they both match as discussed above. 1994). Similar procedures could be used to follow the progressive changes in brain stem coordinates before, during, Indeed, another possible mathematical step (which we did Given an ordered basis of vectors e j ( j Å 1 to n, the dimension of the linear space of the vectors ) , the following correspondence 12 and 13)? between vectors and covectors define the dual basis 1 i ( i Å 1 to n ) we have shown, the neural correlates of this tensor must be otherwise. Thus the ith element of the dual basis is the unique matched to the order, orthogonality and the relative strength covector that takes e i to 1 and takes all the other vectors in the of its inputs. We offered two possible solutions to this prob-basis to 0. Note that each element of the dual basis depends on lem: the dual matrix solution (the orthonormal brain stem every vector in the basis, so that changing the basis by altering being our archtypical example) and the tensor solution. The only the ith vector, in general gives a new dual basis with all the dual matrix solution consisted of an afferent matrix, possibly covectors changed.
Conclusions
The interaction between a vector and a covector produces a real representing the patterns of termination of vestibular affernumber. This interaction can be characterized by saying that the ents within the vestibular nuclei, and an efferent matrix, covector acts on the vector to produce the number. But we could possibly representing the input weightings to motoneuron also say that the vector acts on the covector, i.e., the vector is a outputs. This implies an important departure from the idea function taking covectors to real numbers. If we look at things this of a trivial progression from sensory to motor coordinates way, then a vector is a linear function from covectors to real because it allows the brain stem to optimize intermediate numbers. In manipulating tensors, it is important to be able to coordinate systems for strictly local considerations, indepen-switch between these two views of the relation between vectors dent of peripheral anatomic geometries. In contrast, the ten-and covectors. sor solution involved the calculation of a general tensor that
If we index the components of a vector v using superscripts, allowed the kinematic interaction between angular velocity and those of a covector w using subscripts, then we have and position to be conducted under arbitrary coordinates.
This solution suggests that recovery from anatomic damage to the VOR requires both an adjustment of gain through the where i Å 1 to n, the dimension of the linear space. serial projections between nuclei and the adjustment of the BASIC FORM OF THE TENSOR. An (r,s)-tensor is defined to be neural nets within nuclei. However, these two approaches a multilinear function that takes in r covectors and s vectors and need not remain distinct: we hypothesize a dual matrix-outputs a real number. Thus, for example, a covector is a (0,1)-tensor approach to learning and maintaining the VOR.
tensor, and a vector is a (1,0)-tensor. Now suppose T is a (1,1)-tensor. If we input a covector and a vector, we get a real number. But if we input only a vector then we get something that takes A P P E N D I X covectors to real numbers; i.e., we get a vector. T can therefore be viewed as a linear function that takes in one vector and puts out This discussion is drawn from a number of sources. There are one vector: T is a linear transformation. many text books that discuss tensor algebra. The following may be helpful: Bowen and Wang (1976); Dodson and Poston (1991) ; COORDINATE CHANGES. Suppose T is a (1,2)-tensor over a 2 -D Young (1992 factor is held constant, the product is a linear function of the other factor. Examples of some particular tensors are linear transformaNotice that covector inputs are always listed before vectors, but tions, dot, and cross products, as well as quaternion multiplication. the order among the vectors and covectors (if there are more than To review tensors we will need some terminology. one) in the combination matters. We define the ijkth component of T with respect to the basis e i as COVECTORS. We generally use the word ''vector'' to refer to directed magnitudes (line segments). However, vectors are actu- 
